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32. Aric Bills, Lori S. Levin, Lawrence D. Kaplan, and Edna Agheak MacLean (2010) “Finite-State Morphology for Inupiaq” 7th SaLTMiL Workshop on “Creation and use of basic lexical resources for less-resourced languages.”

33. Mona Diab; Lori Levin; Teruko Mitamura; Owen Rambow; Vinodkumar Prabhakaran; Weiwei Guo (2009) “Committed Belief Annotation and Tagging”, Third Linguistic Annotation Workshop, Association for Computational Linguistics.
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Linguistic Resources – Proprietary and Unpublished

111. Annotation of speech acts in an SMS corpus (unpublished, proprietary to General Motors), with Carol Tenny, Alexander Rudnicky, Ari Klein, Crystal Christophe, and Christina Schoux-Casey and Ute Winter.

